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Abstract  This work describes a test tool that allows to make 
performance tests of different end-to-end available bandwidth 
estimation algorithms along with their different implementations. 
The goal of such tests is to find the best-performing algorithm 
and its implementation and use it in congestion control 
mechanism for high-performance reliable transport protocols. 
The main idea of this paper is to describe the options which 
provide available bandwidth estimation mechanism for high-
speed data transport protocols and to develop basic functionality 
of such test tool with which it will be possible to manage entities 
of test application on all involved testing hosts, aided by some 
middleware. 
 
Keywords: High-speed transport; available bandwidth, 
congestion avoidance, testing of algorihtms.  
I. INTRODUCTION 
A transport protocol is a complex system with various 
number of different logic parts  modules, which together 
perform transmission of data between involved peers. In [1] 
we have already shown that even modern commercial 
transport protocols reveal throughput performance being far 
from the optimum, and there is a large room for 
improvements. However, optimization of such a system is a 
rather complex task, and usually it is reduced to improvement 
of some particular modules. This paper addresses 
improvement of congestion avoidance algorithms (congestion 
control module) and performance of high-speed reliable 
transport protocols by means of finding a best-suitable 
available bandwidth estimation mechanism. 
II. RELATED WORK 
Phenomena like congestion in IP networks occur due to 
one of the fundamental principle of Internet  best-effort 
delivery. For reliable transport protocols the only chance to 
perform well is to use some mechanisms to control instant 
network utilization and properly react on congestions 
occurrence. Congestion control mechanisms used in 
contemporary transport protocols are mostly either window-
based or rate-based. Window-based congestion control 
algorithm are well known and widely used in TCP [2] [3]. 
Rate-based congestion control has been widely used in ATM 
systems [4] [3]. However, in [5] Y. Gu et al. use rate based 
congestion control even in IP networks for a UDP-based 
transport over high-bandwidth and high-delay links. Their 
experiments show that the use of rate based congestion control 
for transport protocols is quite efficient. In [6] L. J. Latecki et 
al. use slightly modified SLoPS (Self-Loading Periodic 
Streams) algorithm [7] to develop congestion control for 
media applications based on estimation of the instantly 
available bandwidth estimation. A. K. Aggarwal et al. in [8] 
are using available bandwidth estimation to detect congestions 
in the data networks. This technique of available bandwidth 
estimation is also known from TCP [9]. 
There are many different approaches for measurement of 
available bandwidth. Most of them are based on PGM (Probe 
Gab Model) [10] [11] [12] or on PRM (Probe Rate Model) [7]. 
Within PGM methods, one peer sends a train of packet pairs to 
a corresponding peer, and based on the dispersion of pairs of 
packets, receiver peer can make an estimation of the available 
end-to-end bandwidth. The advantages of these methods are 
that they are quite fast and generate not much additional traffic 
in the network. However PGM methods are not able to 
provide adequate estimation of available bandwidth in 
presence of cross traffic in the multi-hop path. Considering 
that Internet has almost always a multi-hop configuration, 
there are some critical views on the accuracy of results of 
PGM models for available bandwidth estimation [13]. 
The methods based on PRM provide more adequate results of 
estimation. In [14], C. D. Guerrero et al. are comparing 
common solutions for available bandwidth estimation, and 
according to this research the minimal value of estimation 
error has been achieved by pathload [7]  a tool based on 
PRM (SLoPS algorithm). The disadvantages of this method 
are high estimation time due to multiple iterations of the 
algorithm, and high load of a link with estimation traffic. 
The idea of this work is to use both PGM- and PRM-based 
algorithms in the ways, where they provide their best 
advantages: less estimation time or more accurate estimation 
result to make high speed data transmission more intelligent.  
III. AVAILABLE BANDWIDTH ESTIMATION FOR HIGH SPEED 
TRANSPORT PROTOCOLS 
There are two basic ways how to use available bandwidth 
estimation in transport protocols  initial estimation and 
estimation during the transmission. First one should be a very 
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fast method, which, probably, gives not very accurate, but at 
least approximated values of available bandwidth before the 
transmission starts. It is necessary to define the initial data rate 
at the very beginning. For this phase of transmission, an 
algorithm based on PGM could be used.  
Estimation of available bandwidth during transmission is a 
method, which could take more time, however it will be 
expected to achieve more precise results. The result of this 
estimation will be used for soft reaction of transmission on the 
changes in a network, such as an appearance or disappearance 
of cross traffic in a path, e.g. by increasing or decreasing of 
sending rate in order to avoid congestion and for maximal link 
utilisation. For this kind of estimation PRM-based methods 
can be used. High speed transport protocols such as UDT [15] 
or RWTP [16] inject a time stamp into each data packet. It 
could eliminate the main disadvantage of PRM (high load of a 
link by probe traffic), since probing traffic could be carried 
piggy-back in data traffic of the transport protocol and the 
results could be transmitted by means of ACK messages. It 
means that no extra traffic will be generated. In that case 
SLoPS algorithm should be slightly modified to not make 
active measurements that include sending of probing traffic, 
but to make a passive, periodically analysing the time stamps 
in received packets.  
To develop and test the modules for available bandwidth 
estimation it is possible either to implement the respective 
algorithms within an open source protocol, or to write a light 
weight application  vehicle, that gives a chance not only to 
implement algorithms, but also make performance tests to 
evaluate them. Implementation of such algorithms directly in 
the source code of a whole protocol stack could 
unintentionally break the protocol, or modification of one 
certain software module could negatively affect another 
module. Besides that testing of such, implemented within the 
protocol stack, algorithm is difficult because its behaviour 
would strongly depend also on implementation of the protocol. 
IV. STRUCTURE AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AVBANDTEST 
The implementation of the algorithms and accordingly the 
test tool has been implemented using C++ under Linux 
operation system. The reason for this it is that the source code 
of high speed protocols such as UDTv4 [15] or RBUDP [17] 
are implemented in C/C++. According to it, congestion control 
mechanism implemented in C++ can easily be linked to these 
protocol implementations in further tests. 
In Figure 1 an interconnection model between two 
computing nodes is shown. For running tests, two types of 
traffic are used: first one is probing traffic  that are packets, 
generated by PGM and PRM algorithms to estimate 
bandwidth; the second one is a control traffic that contains 
messages which set parameters for available bandwidth 
estimation, start an estimation session and share result with 
their peer. Most of the control traffic messages will be used 
only during experiments to find the best algorithm 
implementation and the best estimation policy e.g. regarding 
the amount of probing traffic or the time of estimation, for 
using it in high speed transport protocols. After 
implementation of such a mechanism in a real congestion 
control mechanism, negotiation will be performed by means of 
service messages of the protocol. It is important that 
implementation of available bandwidth estimation mechanism 
will not use additional socket connections. 
Since different kinds of impairments take place in 
telecommunication networks, some packets of both, control 
and probing traffic, could be received corrupted. The 
implementation of estimation mechanism should be able to 
handle corruption of probing traffic. In contrary, integrity of 
control traffic is out of scope of this test tool and according to 
that control interconnection will be implemented by means of 
an existing middleware. Such implementation of 
interconnection should be robust and allow focusing on the 
probing traffic only without paying much attention on 
generating of control information.  
The structure of AvBandTest is presented in Figure 2. 
A.  Middleware 
The Object Management Group (OMG) has defined a 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) [18] 
decades ago. Different vendors made different 
implementations of CORBA such as: MICO [19], OmniORB 
[20] etc. The main problem of CORBA is that the standard 
was not fully defined, and so different implementations of 
CORBA are mutually not fully compatible. It made the idea of 
a really interoperable middleware based on CORBA utopic. 
Furthermore, the development of many versions of CORBA is 
already discontinued, e.g. the recent version of MICO has 
been released September, 14th 2008. Moreover, with 
definition of a new C++ standard  C++11, applications, that 
worked under MICO are not compiling anymore. The better 
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situation is with OmniORB  latest release was in July of 
2011. In contrary to MICO CORBA it allows establishing of 
connections directly from application, OmniORB uses 
NameService for communication between hosts. It makes 
using of such approach not comfortable, because it is needed 
to starts NameService on each involved host. Moreover 
CORBA by itself is a sophisticated system with huge amount 
of its own abstractions, what makes development using this 
middleware relatively difficult task.  
 Another widely used protocol specification for remote 
object invocation is SOAP [21] (Simple Object Access 
Protocol) which provides a simple and robust technique for 
message negotiation and data structure exchange. Many 
different implementations of SOAP use various protocols e.g. 
HTTP and SMTP for message transmission [22]. There is an 
open source software development toolkit for C++  gSOAP, 
which provides means to automatically generate XML and 
WSDL code from C++ data and vice versa [23]. 
On the one hand CORBA has a complete ORB 
architecture, but difficult enough implementation and not 
finally defined standard. On the other hand SOAP provides 
stable communication means, however it has no built-in ORB 
architecture. The problem of communication management for 
AvBandTest has been solved by development of a simple ORB 
architecture like one provided by SOAP. 
B. External tools and libraries 
In C++, all operations with sockets are used from the 
standard C library. A simple IP communication application, 
using native C operations, seems quite heavy and hard to read, 
especially due to the lack of strong type-safety. Moreover, the 
error handling is also inherited from C, what is pretty 
inconvenient for C++ programming. Object oriented approach 
in C++ for handling of IP communications is already 
implemented e.g. by Asio library that is included in a set of 
libraries called Boost. There is a big community that 
discusses, makes changes and tests the source code of the 
Boost library. Moreover, many of Boost libraries in the past 
have been assigned as C++ standard. The library 
Boost.Asio [24] provides mostly all what is needed to make a 
comfortable interconnection between sockets including 
convenient error handling mechanism. 
The library Liblutils is written by E. Siemens in 2002 and is 
used within LTest [25]. It contains a lot of different function 
including C++ socket interconnection, but this part is here 
exchanged to Boost.Asio due to the wide supporters 
community of Boost. AvBandTest uses Liblutils now only due 
to a number of convenient strings manipulation functions in  
C++.  
In such tasks as congestion control, time measurement, 
accurate time fetching and efficient time calculation becomes 
critical part. In [26] the authors share some novel ideas how to 
measure the time with the maximal possible resolution on 
common PC systems by performing of assembly code, 
wrapped around by C++ interfaces to get an access directly to 
timer hardware. All these ideas and a number of comfortable 
functions are implemented in the work of I. Fedotova in the 
library HiResTimers which is also described in [26]. This 
library is used by AvBandTest for time interval measurements. 
C. Additional options 
1) Buffer 
Estimation of available bandwidth will be performed by 
the transmission of probe traffic on one side and reception of it 
at another side. For both, PGM and PRM, it is necessary to 
transmit time stamps in each packet of probe traffic. Beside 
the time stamp, each sample must carry a sequence number to 
pervert packets reordering in the network. Both, time stamp 
and sequence number allocate together not more than 12 bytes 
of memory: 4 bytes for nanoseconds, 4 bytes for seconds of 
Unix epoch and 4 bytes for the sequence number. In [11] is 
shown that the best size for sample packets for PGM should be 
	
	
 
	 - between 600 bytes and 
1 500 bytes. However it is important to note, that this research 
has been done with a presumption, that maximal transfer unit 
(MTU) in internet is 1 500 Bytes. In high speed networks, to 
achieve maximum capacity, sometimes extended MTU size 
(Jumbo frames till 9 000 bytes) is used. So it makes sense to 
check whether these packet sizes are also optimal for extended 
MTU sizes in the path, or the size of probing packets should 
be also extended. Nevertheless, there are only 12 bytes of 
useful data in each sample and to satisfy size conditions of 
probe packets, the rest space will be allocated with dummy 
data, filled up randomly. 
In a transport protocol the very important part of 
implementation is the data buffer at the sender and receiver 
side. The rate of data reception and speed of access to data 
strongly depends on the buffer implementation. For test 
purposes AvBandTool should also have buffer mechanism that 
does not slow down the data transmission performance. The 
buffer has been designed as one separate class, 
ReceivedData   a vector with the measurement 
data from received packets. There is no necessity to store 
whole samples because most of data in the packet do not carry 
measurement information. For fast storing measured data at 
the receiver, receiver side will be notified by the sender via the 
control channel about the amount of expected packets to 
allocate memory for all expected packets before the reception 
of IP packets starts. Such operation will be repeated for each 
	
		 	
  	
   
	 	
buffer will be released. Further improvement of 	
			

buffer could be done by adapting measurements to periodical 
on-the-fly available bandwidth estimation. This measurement 
will be continuous with some intermediate results and it will 
be hard to release the buffer after some certain time period in 
that case. This problem could be solved by implementation of 
Ring buffer hich idea is described by E. Siemens et al. 
in [27]. 
Beside this vector, the class contains a number of functions 
to access to particular data components of a sample such as 
sequence number or time at which the sample has been sent or 
received. The class has interfaces to calculate and to return 
such statistical parameters as mean of inter-packet time at the 
reception or inter-packet time at transmission. 
2) Constant send rate mechanism. 
Such protocols as RBUDP have an option to send data 
with some certain data rate that should be chosen once before 
data transmission starts. However it would be more efficiently 
to use a mechanism that analyses the actual situation in the 
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network and notifies the transport engine about changes of 
available bandwidth. In that case transport will use available 
resources by maximum.  
In AvBandTest a rate control mechanism is introduced to 
emulate data transmission on the data rates that are adopted 
according the available bandwidth during the data 
transmission. The main hitch of rate control on the data rates 
close to 10 Gbit/s is the accurate time measurement. The 
simple example of transmission of 1 500 bytes packet through 
10 Gbit/s network can show it. The mean inter-packet time at 
the sending side in this case is: 
   	

 	
 
       
 (1)  
where   is mean inter-packet time,   IP packet size and 
  used data rate.  
Packets smaller than 1 500 has even less inter-packet time, 
so the measurement tool should be able to measure such short 
time intervals accurately. In [28] authors show that usual 
timers in Linux are not stable in choosing of timer source. 
Furthermore 	 
		    	
  
request timer system directly, instead of using standard Linux 
	clock_gettime Time measurement by means of 
direct requests to timers are implemented in [26], where is 
shown that cost of time requests using this library for different 
machines were about 1 μs in the worst case and the values of 
tens of nanoseconds in regular cases. The accuracy of time 
measurement will always depend on type and hardware 
realisation of timer. However within HiResTimer library it is 
possible to achieve the most accurate time measurements.  
V. FIRST RESULTS 
Using Apposite 10G in the 10G-lab of Anhalt University 
of Applied Sciences (Koethen, Germany), it is possible to 
emulate IP connections with different bottlenecks on the both 
sides: sender and receiver. In this way, the accuracy of 
bandwidth estimation of a prototype version of AvBandTest 
tool can be tested. The simplified diagram of the testbed is 
presented in Figure 3. Within presented setup the following 
bottlenecks were emulated for both sides: sender and receiver: 
10 Mbps, 100 Mbps, 1 000 Mbps, 10 000 Mbps. At the time of 
writing of this paper, the only easiest PGM-based algorithm 
has been implemented. It works as follow: sender sends to the 
receiver a predefined amount of packets, which can be defined 
at the time of application start. These packets have been sent 
back-to-back  with minimal possible delay between them. 
Each packet contains: sequence number of a packet, time 
stamp, as described in section IV. Sender evaluates sending 
data rate, while it sends data, as sum of bytes of first thousand 
packets, or even less, if the whole transmission contains less 
than thousand packets, and divides it by time, that sender 
spent on sending of this amount of data. After transmission the 
receiver calculates the differences between timestamps that 
were included in each two consecutive data packets and 
calculates the mean value of these differences. For the same 
pairs of packets receiver calculates the mean value of time 
differences between the moments of receiving of each packet. 
The available bandwidth is evaluated as shown in (2) 
	  
 
!"#
!"
$
"%&
 (2)  
where 	is available bandwidth;  is sending rate; 
n  is a whole number of received pairs; !"#  is an inter-
packet time at reception for i pair of packets; !  is an inter-
packet time at transmission for i pair of packets. 
Practically this method means that available bandwidth is 
back-proportional to a relation of sending inter-packet time 
interval and reception inter-packet time interval.  
The plot in Figure 4 shows available bandwidth estimation 
error for each emulated bottleneck. The error here is a 
difference between emulated bottleneck and result of 
estimation in percent from bottleneck. Figure 5 shows the 
results of evaluation on a link with 50 ms of RTT, uniformly 
distributed in the forward and backward directions, and 0.5% 
of packet losses in the network in between the sender and 
receiver. 
	

	the positioning 
of the bottleneck on sender side and on the receiver side 
accordingly. In the case of 10 000 Mbps there are no 
bottlenecks on the sender and receiver sides. The evaluation 
has been performed 5 times for each combination of 
Figure 3 Simplified chart of testbed topology 
 
Figure 4. Error of available bandwidth evaluation in the network 
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Figure 5. Error of available bandwidth evaluation in presence of 
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bottlenecks and the average values of mistakes are shown. It is 
worth noting that within bottleneck on sender side the result of 
evaluation is better in the network without impairments; 
however, in presence of them this behavior is not saved. We 
assume that for initial available bandwidth measurement the 
error of about 15% is acceptable. The obtained results showed 
that algorithm needs improvement. The current prototype 
implementation of AvBandTest is not able to measure 
available bandwidth up to 10 000 Mbps: as the plots show, in 
both cases evaluation of 10 000 was completely wrong. 
Improvement of this point is a significant task for further 
work.  
VI. CONCLUSION 
This work describes problems of available bandwidth 
estimation tests, which are used for development of fast data 
transport protocols. There are two significant parameters 
which can be tested with such techniques: estimation of the 
very beginning sending rate and estimation of the target data 
rate of rate based congestion control. Discussion about basic 
functionality and brief overview of components are presented 
in this work. A prototype of the tool that allows evaluation of 
different approaches for available bandwidth measurements 
has been implemented and tested as a result of this work. 
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